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Part - A                    (10 × 2 = 20)

Answer all the questions

1. What are the advantages of electronic measurement?



2. What do you mean by Standard?



3. What are the uses of signal generators?
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4. What do you mean by logic analyzer?



5. What are the advantages of DVM?



6. what do you mean by auto ranging in DVM?

 



7. What are the disadvantages of analog storage

oscilloscope?



8. Write a brief note on Power scope.
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9. What is meant by ATE?

ATE

10. What is the difference between microprocessor and

micro controller?

 



Part - B                    (5 × 5 = 25)

Answer all questions

11 a. Give the characteristics of transducers.



(Or)

b. Describe AC Wheatstone Bridge.
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12 a. Describe sweep frequency generator.



(Or)

b. Describe AF generator.



13 a. Describe how automation is achieved in voltmeter.

    



(Or)

b. Write a note on guarding techniques.
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14 a. Explain dual trace oscilloscope.



(Or)

b. Describe curve tracer.



15 a. Explain testing an audio amplifier.

   



(Or)

b. What are the requirements of an automatic test

system?
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Part - C               (3 × 10 = 30)

Answer any three questions

16. Explain instrumentation system with a block diagram.

   



17. What are the types of analyzers? Explain any three of

them.

    



18. Describe Digital Multimeter with a neat block diagram.
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19. Describe Sampling oscilloscope with a neat block

diagram.

   



20. Explain testing radio receiver using computer

controlled test system.





***
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Part - A                    (10 × 2 = 20)

Answer all the questions

1. What do you understand by a Semi-conductor?



2. Define rectifier efficiency.



3. What is a transistor? Why is it called?
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4. What do you mean by transistor biasing?



5. State the requirement for a transistor to be of class B

types.

B 



6. What do you understand by feedback?



7. What is an LC oscillator?

LC 
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8. What is meant by bistable multivibrator?



9. What is Miller Effect?



10. Define amplification factor M of a FET.

FETM

Part - B (5 × 5 = 25)

Answer all questions

11 a. Draw and explain the V-I Characteristics of a pn

junction.

pn V-I 

(Or)
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b. Derive an expression for the efficiency for a fall-wave

rectifier.



12 a. How will you draw d.c. load line on the output

characteristics of a transistor ? What is its

importance  ?

d.C.     



(Or)

b. Describe the base resistor method of transistor

biasing.
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13 a. Discuss the principles of negative feedback in

amplifiers with a neat diagram.

 



(Or)

b. With a neat circuit diagram, explain the working of

transformer-coupled transistor amplifer.

  



14 a. Explain the working of a collpit’s oscillator with a neat

circuit.





(Or)
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b. Explain the working of a monostable multivibrator.



15 a. Sketch the circuit of a CS amplifier. Derive the

expression for the voltage gain at high frequencies.

CS 



(Or)

b. Describe any two methods of liasing of JFET.

JFET



Part - C               (3 × 10 = 30)

Answer any three questions

16. A half-wave rectifier is used to supply 50V d.c. to a

resistive load of 800. The diode has a resistance of

25. Calculate a.c. voltage required.
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80050V

d.c. 

 25  a.c. 



17. For the common base circuit show below, determine IC

and VCB. Assume the transistor to be of silicon.

 IC VCB 
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18. When negative feedback is applied to an amplifier of

gain 100, the overall gain falls to 50.

i) Calculate the fraction of the output voltage

feedback.

ii) If this fraction is maintained, calculate the value

of the amplifier gain required if the overall stage

gain is to be 75.

     



i)  



ii) 
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19. Find the operating frequency of a transistor collpitt’s

oscillator if C1 = 0.001MF, C2 = 0.01F and L = 15H.

C1 = 0.001MF, C2 = 0.01F L = 15H 

   



20. The amplifier shown below utilizers and n-channel FET

for which Vp = –2.0 and IDSS = 1.65 mA. It is desired

to bias the circuit at ID = 0.08 mA, using VDD = 24.

Assume rd >> Rd. Find (a) VGS, (b) gm, (c) Rs, (d) Rd,

Such that the voltage gain is at least 20 dB, with Rs by

passed with a very large capacitance Cs.

Vp = –2.0IDSS = 1.65 mAn

FET   VDD =

24  ID = 0.8 mA  

 rd >> Rd
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Rs CS

20 dB(a) VGS, (b) gm, (c) Rs,

(d) Rd 

***
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Part - A                    (10 × 2 = 20)

Answer all the questions.

1. What is the power if energy equal to 50J is used in 2.5s.

 J   



2. State reciprocity theorem.
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3. What is transient time?



4. State Kirchhoff’s current law.



5. Distinguish between mean value and root mean square

value of an a.c. signal.





6. Define Q-factor of a coil.

Q

7. What are inverse h-parameters?

h-
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8. Define band-pass filter.



9. Define Laplace transform.



10. Using Laplace transform find the s-domain equivalent

circuit of a resistor.

  s   



Part - B                    (5 × 5 = 25)

Answer all questions.

11 a. Explain star-delta transformation with examples.

    



(Or)
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b. State and explain Norton’s theorem.



12 a. Deduce an expression for the current in an R-L-C

circuit to which a voltage V cos (wt +) is applied.

Discuss the conditions for different damped

oscillations.

V cos (wt +) R-L-C

 



(Or)

b. Obtain the current through an R-L-C circuit to which

a constant voltage V is applied.

V R-L-C 
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13 a. Discuss the phase relation in pure resistor.



(Or)

b. Obtain an expression for the bandwidth of an R-L-C

circuit. Also obtain Q of the coil interms of bandwidth.

R-L-C 

Q 



14 a. Deduce the expression for the characteristic

impedance of a symmetrical T-Section.

T-



(Or)
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b. What are the open circuit impedence (Z) parameters?

Deduce them. Also show that Z21 = Z12.

(Z) 

Z21 = Z12

15 a. State and prove initial and final value theorems.



(Or)

b. How will you find the s-domain equivalent circuit of

an inductor using Laplace transform? Explain.

   s   
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Part - C               (3 × 10 = 30)

Answer any three questions.

16. In the circuit shown determine the value of load

resistance when the load resistance draws maximum

power. Also find the value of the maximum power.







17. For the circuit shown below, find the current equation

when switch is opened at t=0.
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t=     



18. A series RLC circuit has a quality factor of 5 at

50 rad/sec. The current flowing through the circuit at

resonance is 10A and the supply voltage is 100V. The

total impedance of the circuit is 20. Find the circuit

constants.

RLC  Q 50 rad/sec 5  

100V

10A 20
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19. Find the h-parameters of the network shown below.

h-

20. Find the Laplace transform of the function f(t) = 4t3 +

t2 – 6t + 7

f(t) = 4t3 + t2 – 6t + 7   



***
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Part - A (10 × 2 = 20)

Answer all the questions

1. Differentiate monolithic and hybrid IC’s.





2. List down the advantages of IC’s.



3. Draw the block diagram of a typical Op-Amp.
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4. Why negative feedback is used in amplifiers?



5. What is the difference between a basic comparator and

a Schmitt trigger?





6. What is a voltage limit? Why is it needed?

     



7. List the most commonly used filters.
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8. Define an Oscillator. How are they classified?





9. Mention the two operating modes of 555 timer.



10. What is a VCO? Give two applications that require a

VCO.

VCO   VCO  



Part - B                    (5 × 5 = 25)

Answer all questions

11 a. Discuss the epitaxial growth in IC fabrication.

IC 

(Or)
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b. Write down the significance of SSI, MSI, LSI, VLSI

Packages.

SSI, MSI, LSI, VLSI 



12 a. Explain the Op-Amp DC characteristics and AC

characteristics.

DC AC 



(Or)

b. Explain the circuit action of an Integrator and a

Differentiator using Op-Amp.
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13 a. Discuss the characteristics of a comparator and

limitations of Op-Amp as comparator.

   



(Or)

b. Describe the working of Three terminal voltage

regulator.





14 a. Differentiate Band pass and Band reject filters.

   



(Or)
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b. Draw the circuit of Triangular wave generator and

explain its waveforms.





15 a. Explain the operation of 555 timer as a monostable

multivibrator.





(Or)

b. Explain the operating principles of a Phase locked

loop (PLL).

   (PLL)   
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Part - C               (3 × 10 = 30)

Answer any three questions

16. Explain the types of Integrated circuits.



17. Determine the output voltage in each of the following

cases for the open-loop differential amplifier circuit.

Given that the Op-Amp is 741 with supply voltages =

+15V, A = 2 × 105.

i) Vin1 = 3Vdc Vin2  = –5Vdc

ii) Vin1 = 5mVrms Vin2 = 10mVrms



 = +15V, A = 2 × 105
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i) Vin1 = 3Vdc Vin2  = –5Vdc

ii) Vin1 = 5mVrms Vin2 = 10mVrms

18. Describe the circuit action of V/F and F/V converters.

V/F F/V 

19. For a particular phase shift oscillator, the following

specifications are given. C = 0.1F, R = 3.9k and

|Rf /R1| = 29. Determine the frequency of Oscillation.

   

C = 0.1F, R = 3.9k 

|Rf /R1| = 29 
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20. In the following astable multivibrator circuit, RA =

4.7k, RB = 1k, C = 1F. Determine the positive pulse

width tc, negative pulse width td and free running

frequency f0.

RA

RB

C

7

6
5

8 4
555 3 output

+VCC  = + 5V

C1  = 0.01 F

2 1

RA = 4.7k, RB =

1k, C = 1F tc

td 

RA

RB

C

7

6
5

8 4
555 3 output

+VCC  = + 5V

C1  = 0.01 F

2 1

***
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Answer all the questions

1. Convert the 1011.11012 into its equivalent decimal

number

1011.11012



2. Simplify the given expression Y = x (x + y)

Y = x (x + y)

3. What is a full subtractor?
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4. What is a priority encoder?



5. What is a DFF?



6. Name the different types of Shift Register.



7. Why CMOS is faster than NMOS?



8. What are the drawbacks of ECL?
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9. What is the difference between SRAM and DRAM?





10. What is a PLD?



Part - B                    (5 × 5 = 25)

Answer all questions

11 a. Convert the given expression to other canonical form

F(A, B, C, D) =  (0, 2, 6, 11, 13, 14)

  

F(A, B, C, D) =  (0, 2, 6, 11, 13, 14)

(Or)

b. Write short notes on “Decimal Codes”
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12 a. Derive the Boolean functions for the two outputs of a

full adder.





(Or)

b. Design a 3 to 8 decoder.



13 a. Draw and explain the Logic diagram of a 3-bit binary

counter.





(Or)
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b. Explain the 4-bit weighted resistor type D/A conveter

in detail.

D/A 



14 a. Explain with the aid of a circuit diagram the operation

of a DTL two-input NAND gate.

NAND gate 



(Or)

b. Explain ECL characteristics.
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15 a. Draw the basic circuit of a ROM cell and explain its

working.

ROM



(Or)

b. Write a note on Analog Memory.



Part - C               (3 × 10 = 30)

Answer any three questions

16. Simplify the following Boolean expression

F (A, B, C, D, E) =  (0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 21, 25,

27, 29, 31)
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F (A, B, C, D, E) =  (0, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 21, 25,

27, 29, 31)

17. Describe a magnitude comparator.



18. Describe the operation of Successive approximation

type A/D converter with necessary diagram.

   A/D  



19. Describe the operation of CMOS NAND and NOR gates.

NAND NOR gates 
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20. Discuss in detail about the Magnetic bubble memory

and Magnetic core memory.





***


